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a b s t r a c t
The paper describes a measurement campaign carried out by the University of Bologna
(UoB), the National Inter-University Consortium for Telecommunications (CNIT) and
the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA). The aim of the experiments was the
performance assessment of a wide range of TCP enhancements on network environments
that include a real GEO satellite link. To this end, UoB and CNIT integrated their network
tools and set up a testbed composed of a cluster of UoB Linux PCs connected to the
CNIT GEO Skyplex satellite platform. Tests were conducted considering both end-to-end
TCP enhancements and a TCP-splitting Performance Enhancing Proxy (PEP) developed by
UoB. The analysis was not limited to isolated satellite links, but embraced more complex
heterogeneous networks, where satellite connections have to compete with wired cross
traffic for the network resources. The analysis of the large set of experimental data
presented in the paper confirms the challenges posed by GEO satellite channels, which, in
this case, were worsened also by the presence of Bandwidth on Demand technique, which
impacts TCP performance. Among the end-to-end TCP variants, best results are generally
shown by TCP Hybla, especially when heterogeneous environments are considered. On
the other hand, the splitting PEP solution offers the best performance with respect to
all TCP enhancements, due to its ability to isolate satellite channel impairments. The
possible drawback of this approach is in that it violates the end-to-end semantics and is
incompatible with IPsec protocol implementation.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The paper describes a measurement campaign recently carried out by the University of Bologna (UoB), the National
Inter-University Consortium for Telecommunications (CNIT) and the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) on the
CNIT GEO Skyplex satellite platform [1]. As it is widely recognized [2], satellite channels are really challenging for transport
protocol performance, because of their long Round Trip Time (RTT) (more than 600 ms for bidirectional GEO link) and the
possible presence of channel errors (depending on satellite platform characteristics and propagation conditions). Both these
aspects severely impair transport layer performance when an application requires reliable service. To cope with these issues,
several solutions have been proposed. They basically can be classified into two main categories [2,3]: TCP enhancements,
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Fig. 1. Testbed logical layout.

which involve only the end hosts, and Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEPs), which introduce intermediate agents on the
path, such as those based on TCP-splitting or TCP spoofing [4] concepts. Protocol enhancements generally offer limited
performance gain and require sender side modifications on content provider servers. PEPs are the preferred choice for
commercial solutions due to their high performance and deployment simplicity (by contrast to the previous case, they are
transparent to end hosts). However, they present some major drawbacks related to the violation of end-to-end semantics
and the use of IPsec [4].
In the paper, a live measurement campaign on a real satellite platform is presented with the aim of highlighting the
challenges posed by real GEO satellite channels, as well as the impact of a dynamic bandwidth assignment technique on TCP
performance. Several TCP variants, such as SACK [5], BIC [6], Vegas [7], Hybla [8], Westwood+ [9] and Westwood [10], are
considered. The rationale for this choice is that SACK is possibly the most widely adopted variant; BIC is characterized by an
innovative congestion control based on binary search; Vegas is an interesting example of delay-based (instead of loss-based)
congestion avoidance algorithm; Hybla is specifically designed for satellite channels; finally, Westwood and Westwood+
are intended for wireless channels. Among PEP solutions, the focus is on techniques based on the TCP-splitting concept, and
in particular on PEPsal [11], developed by the authors and, to the best of their knowledge, the sole integrated TCP-splitting
solution available for Linux OS under GNU GPL (General Public License). Two different scenarios are taken into account: pure
satellite networks and heterogeneous networks. In the former, only satellite connections (i.e. connections that include at
least one satellite leg) are considered. In the latter, both satellite and entirely wired connections are present. This second
scenario, which is quite typical of Internet communications, is the more demanding, because of the severe RTT-unfairness
against long delay satellite connections. Measurements, which resulted in more than 5 GB of row data collected in over two
weeks of experiments (5 people, 213 tests), were carried out by means of the integrated UoB-CNIT testbed [12,13], whose
logical layout is sketched in Fig. 1. All TCP enhancements, as well as PEPsal, were used with their default parameter setting.
In particular, PEPsal made use of SACK on the first leg (from the satellite sender to the router R2), and Hybla on the satellite
leg (from R2 to the satellite receiver).
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section a brief overview of the different solutions evaluated in our test
is given. Then, in Section 3 the integrated testbed used for live experiments is described. Next, in Section 4, evaluation tools
and measurement objectives are introduced. Sections 5 and 6 present the experimental results, considering pure satellite
networks and heterogeneous networks respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. TCP variant overview
In this section, a brief overview of the different solutions considered in the experiments is given for the convenience of
the reader. It is intended as a basic introduction to the solutions examined; the interested reader is referred to the cited
literature for further information.
For a better understanding, it is worth summarizing the causes of main problems faced by standard TCP variants
(e.g. Reno, NewReno) on GEO satellite channels [2]. First, the standard TCP congestion control suffers from the long RTTs
typical of GEO (around 600 ms). This is due to the fact that if the additive constant increase policy is left unaltered, the
actual congestion window (cwnd) growth rate is determined by the connection RTT (in the congestion avoidance phase
the cwnd is incremented by roughly one segment per RTT): the longer the RTT, the slower the cwnd (re-)opening. By
bearing in mind that the transmission rate (in segments) is given by the cwnd over RTT ratio, it is not surprising that long
RTT connections, such as satellite, are severely penalized in a variety of circumstances (e.g. loss recovery, congestion in
heterogeneous networks, short file transfers). Second, the possible presence of random losses due to the wireless channel
may cause significant performance degradation, as they trigger ‘‘spurious’’ (i.e. not justified by a real network congestion
state) halving of the cwnd, and consequently of the transmission rate. Even in this case, the interested reader is referred to
the cited literature.
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2.1. SACK (NewReno with SACK option)
Strictly speaking, SACK [5] is a TCP optional feature introduced the better to cope with multiple losses (i.e. losses that
occur on the same transmitted cwnd). It resolves a basic problem of TCP Reno and NewReno [14], which would otherwise
be unable to recover more than one TCP segment per RTT. The larger the average cwnd, the higher the benefits achieved, as
multiple losses are obviously more frequent. In GEO satellite communications, this option may turn out to be particularly
useful because large cwnd are required to fill the satellite pipe, due to long RTTs. However, its actual impact on performance
depends on the ability of the TCP variant to keep the cwnd open in spite of long RTTs and concurrent traffic. In the following
the SACK option is enabled on all TCP variants (the default in Linux). The term ‘‘SACK’’ is used in the paper to briefly denote
TCP NewReno with SACK, i.e. the most widely adopted variant on wired networks.
2.2. Hybla
Hybla was conceived by the authors [8] with the primary aim of counteracting the performance deterioration caused
by the long RTTs typical of satellite connections. It consists of a set of procedures which includes an enhancement of the
standard congestion control algorithm, the mandatory adoption of the SACK policy, Hoe’s channel bandwidth estimation,
timestamps and packet spacing techniques. Hybla congestion control differs from NewReno as the additive increase is
not fixed, but parameterized to the connection minimum RTT (the longer the minimum RTT value, the larger the additive
increment of the cwnd). The aim is to speed up the cwnd growth rate, granting long RTT connections the same instantaneous
segment transmission rate as a comparatively fast reference connection. This is particularly useful in the presence of
concurrent cross traffic.
2.3. PEPsal
PEPsal is an integrated PEP scheme based on the TCP-splitting technique [11]. Following this principle, the TCP end-toend connection is split into two different TCP connections. The first, on the wired leg from the source to the satellite gateway,
adopts a standard TCP; the second, from the satellite gateway to the satellite receiver adopts TCP Hybla. The advantages of
adopting TCP variant specifically designed for a satellite link are discussed in detail in the cited paper.
2.4. BIC
BIC-TCP (Binary Increase Congestion control-TCP) [6] uses a binary search algorithm to estimate the right cwnd value.
This algorithm, which encompasses several phases, replaces the additive increase policy of NewReno. Without entering into
details, the rationale is to allow faster growth of the cwnd when it is far from a target value derived from previous cwnd
dynamics. In the presence of a loss, the multiplicative decrease policy of NewReno is preserved, although the cwnd is no
longer halved (backoff factor 0.5) but only reduced (suggested backoff factor 0.8).
2.5. Vegas
Vegas [7] aims to prevent congestion losses by means of a dynamic estimate of the available bandwidth. This TCP variant
computes the difference between the actual and the expected throughput and tries to keep it between two thresholds,
α and β (α < β), by adjusting (i.e. increasing, decreasing or leaving unchanged) the cwnd accordingly. By contrast with
the standard loss-based congestion control algorithm, which ‘‘needs’’ a loss to reduce the cwnd, in the rate-based Vegas
congestion control the cwnd can be reduced even in the absence of loss to prevent incoming congestion. Vegas also
presents a number of minor modifications with respect to NewReno, included the use of timestamps to avoid spurious
timeouts.
As Vegas relies on RTT variations to infer congestions (longer RTT are assumed to be indicators of longer queues in
intermediate routers), this protocol is exposed to RTT variations due to other causes, as will be shown in the paper.
2.6. Westwood
TCP Westwood [10] was introduced to make the TCP congestion control more robust against losses not due to congestion,
which are much more frequent in wireless than in wired links. To this end, Westwood introduces a modification of the Reno
Fast Recovery algorithm called ‘‘Faster Recovery’’. Instead of halving the cwnd after three duplicate ACKs, and fixing the
slow start threshold (ssthresh) at this value, TCP Westwood sets the ssthresh at an estimate of the available bandwidth. In
this way, channel losses do not cause the dramatic slow-down of the transmission rate typical of the standard versions. The
available bandwidth is estimated sender side, by monitoring the rate of returning ACKs. The original algorithm has been
continuously updated by introducing a series of enhancements, including the Eligible Rate Estimator (ERE), the Adaptive
Bandwidth Share Estimation (ABSE) [15]. So far TCP Westwood has been implemented in the Free BSD OS.
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Fig. 2. Physical layout of the testbed actually used in the experiments.

2.7. Westwood+
Westwood+ [9] is a variant of the first Westwood version, proposed and developed in parallel by some of the Westwood
authors. It introduces a slightly modified version of the original bandwidth estimation algorithm, in order to cope with ACK
compression effects. Westwood+ is the only Westwood version available on Linux OS.
3. Testbed description
The logical layout shown in Fig. 1 is a simplified representation of the much more complex physical layout (Fig. 2) of the
testbed actually used in our experiments. The real testbed consists of the following three geographical sections: the testbed
controller located at UoB, the UoB-CNIT integrated testbed located at Genoa, and the Skyplex GEO satellite system whose
receiver is located at the CNIT lab of Naples.
3.1. The testbed controller
The controller, connected to the testbed via a Virtual Private Network, allows the user ubiquitous remote control via a
standard web browser. In addition to this important feature it provides the following advantages:

• to conceal the software and hardware complexity of the testbed;
• to improve security, as the user must be granted only standard access to the testbed web page without direct access to
testbed components;

• to facilitate test scheduling especially when many users are using the testbed;
• to greatly speed up both test execution and result collection.
3.2. The integrated testbed
The UoB-CNIT integrated testbed consists of 5 Linux PCs and 1 FreeBSD PC (devoted to TCP Westwood and directly
maintained by UCLA). Multi-TCP [16], installed on Linux senders, allows easy selection of the TCP variants available on
Linux kernel 2.6.20 and collection of logs, and also implements the full version of TCP Hybla (including packet pacing and
Hoe’s initial ssthresh estimation).
Satellite connections are composed of wired legs (from the sat senders to R2, see Fig. 2) and a final satellite link (from
R2 to the sat receiver), while TCP background traffic is present only in the entirely wired paths (from the wired sender to
the wired receiver). All the connections share the R1–R2 link, whose bandwidth can be limited in order to study congestion
effects. The router R1 can follow either a DT (Drop Tail) policy or a RED (Random Early Detection) policy. In both cases, the
router parameters are fully configurable from the web interface. Finally, PEPsal is installed on the router R2.
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3.3. The Skyplex platform
The Skyplex platform, which implements a mesh topology, is based on the Eutelsat HotBird 6 satellite, which carries four
Ka band transponders equipped with a Skyplex Unit [1]. The Satellite Terminals (ST) are composed of channels configurable
in Low Rate (at 2.112 Mbit/s) or in High Rate (at 6.226 Mbit/s). The channels can be configured in SCPC (Single Channel Per
Carrier) or TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) mode. Capacity sharing is available only in the latter case. The Skyplex
TDMA mode has a frame structure composed of N time slots, each containing M MPEG-TS cells for a total of N × M cells
per frame. N also represents the number of users per frame. In order to increase the number of users sharing the channel,
the multiplexing structure has been extended by grouping L frames in a multi-frame. By assigning one time slot per multiframe to each user, the maximum number of users per channel becomes N × L. As in the satellite platform used in our tests
N = 6, L = 8, and the channel is configured in Low Rate, we have a minimum granularity of 44 kbit/s. Finally, 3 multiframes make up a super-frame, defined for signaling purposes. The super-frame time in our configuration lasts 820 ms,
which represents the validity period of the schedule for the assignment of the multi-frame time slots to the terminals. Such
a schedule is called the Burst Time Plan (BTP).
In the Skyplex platform, bandwidth assignment can be either dynamic (Bandwidth on Demand, BoD), or static
(Committed Information Rate, CIR), or mixed. In the BoD case, the bandwidth request is calculated periodically by each
terminal on the basis of its own instantaneous need, and the time slots are assigned in a best-effort mode. Neither priority
between terminals nor quality of service can be guaranteed. In the case of static allocation, a fixed number of time slots is
pre-configured and assigned a priori to each terminal. Our system adopts a mixed CIR/BoD assignment policy. Each active
ST is given 44 kbit/s as static allocation, while the dynamic bandwidth component is assigned following a RBDC (RateBased Dynamic Capacity) [17] algorithm, which allocates bandwidth to users on the basis of traffic data rate registered
on their network interfaces (i.e. on the Skyplex modem buffers). The bandwidth allocation procedure is performed by a
Network Control Centre (NCC) upon reception of periodical requests generated by the STs. Each ST requests a bandwidth
assignment proportional to the data rate of traffic incoming into its buffer. This strategy may pose severe challenges to TCP
performance in consequence of both the inaccuracies of bandwidth assignment requests and the long allocation delays.
The former are computed as proportional to the increase rate of the buffer queue, and are periodically updated every
820 ms (super-frame duration). In the case of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic (e.g. UDP), this estimation process computes
exact bandwidth requirement. By contrast, in the case of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic (e.g. TCP) the estimation may be
quite inaccurate, because of large fluctuations in the data rate. For instance, during the TCP slow start phase, the RBDC
mechanism intrinsically underestimates the bandwidth actually necessary to accommodate the exponentially increasing
traffic. As far as the allocation delay is concerned, this consists of three components: bandwidth request processing time
(required by STs), bandwidth assignment processing time (required by the NCC) and the propagation delay intrinsic in twoway communication. This allocation delay, theoretically computed as 1.346 s in [17], reduces TCP congestion window growth
rate, and contributes to TCP performance degradation [18]. Finally, it is worth noting that the bandwidth actually available
is less than the 2.112 Mbit/s Low Rate because it depends on how many STs are on. During our experiments a total of 22
active STs reduced the nominal available bandwidth to 1.144 Mbit/s.
4. Evaluation tools and measurement objectives
In this section evaluation tools and performance metrics are described. They are functional to the description of the
experimental results.
4.1. Evaluation tools
Adopting Multi-TCP [16] offers the additional advantage of overcoming the limitations of standard Linux evaluation
tools, as it can collect from the kernel core a number of TCP variables, including the internal ones such as the cwnd and
the retransmission timeout (RTO). Alternative choices for TCP dynamics analysis range from coarse tcpdump to TCP web100
instrumentation [19].
Data collection is accomplished through the insertion into the kernel TCP of three log routines, triggered by the following
events:

• the encapsulation and passing of a TCP segment to the IP layer;
• the reception of a segment with the ACK flag active;
• the modification of the cwnd value.
The first routine reports the sequence number of the segment being sent out, its size, the total size of data sent (excluding
retransmissions), and some variables related to the TCP pacing algorithm. The second gives the ACK number, the SND_UNA
and SND_NXT values (as described in [20]), the estimated value of the ‘‘in flight’’ data, the receiver advertised window,
the current state of the ‘‘Linux TCP/SACK/FACK/ECN engine state’’ [21] (OPEN, RECOVERY, etc.), and the three time variables,
namely the mean RTT, the RTO, and the RTT variance. The last one prints out the parameters related to the congestion control
algorithm, i.e. the cwnd, the ssthresh, and the maximum cwnd value (cwnd clamp).
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Table 1
RTT characterization of the satellite link.
RTT

Min (ms)

Average (ms)

Max (ms)

Mean deviation (ms)

587.35

692.5

802.75

58.92

All these data are collected in text files, which can be directly imported into a spreadsheet. Then, MS Excel macros
specifically implemented in Visual Basic make the data processing phase fast and easy, by automatically generating a set of
default graphs [16].
4.2. Performance metrics and measurement objectives
The aforementioned tools let us collect, at the sender side, information on transmitted/received packets, cwnd, etc.
Starting from those data, the following metrics are considered in order to evaluate TCP performance:

• time sequences of transmitted packets and acknowledgments, useful for the study of both connection efficiency and
regularity;

• goodput, defined as the average amount of correctly received data (excluding retransmissions) in the time unit; it is
obtained at sender side by dividing the highest received ACK at the end of the connection by the connection length;

• short time goodput, defined as goodput, except that received ACK are sampled every second and averaged on a short
time sliding window (10 s); it allows the study of the performance dynamics (e.g. at start-up, or in the presence of
nonstationary concurrent traffic). Note that, during long recovery phases, cumulative acknowledgments can induce large
and abrupt variations in short time goodput; to avoid these, SACK information has also been considered.
These metrics are used for the following measurement objectives (correspondent metrics are reported in brackets):

•
•
•
•

evaluation for different file transfer lengths (goodput);
evaluation of start-up performance (time sequences of packets and short time goodput);
evaluation of the protocol ability to adapt to dynamic changes in network traffic (short time goodput);
evaluation of fairness between satellite and wired connections on a heterogeneous network (short time goodput and
goodput).

All results presented in the evaluation sections (with the exception of time sequences of Fig. 3) are averaged over many
identical repetitions of each individual test, in order to cope with random effects introduced by the RED queue at bottleneck
and, to a lesser extent, by the Skyplex BoD technique. Moreover, for the histograms presented in Figs. 4, 6 and 8, a 90%
confidence interval is given.
5. Pure satellite network
This first scenario aims to evaluate the impact of satellite link characteristics on TCP performance, when the satellite
connections are isolated from the other network components (i.e. in the absence of wired cross traffic).
5.1. Link characterization
A basic characterization of the satellite link is given in terms of RTT and segment loss rate. Table 1 shows some RTT
measures obtained by using the ‘‘ping’’ [22] tool.
In order to probe the available bandwidth of the satellite link and the segment loss rate due to radio impairments,
persistent (600 s) UDP flows were adopted. UDP traffic is regularly spaced (inter-packet delay is constant at the sender side)
and does not react to losses. These important features allowed us to estimate available bandwidth simply by increasing
the transmission rate and received counting packets. Measurements showed that UDP flows at 0.5 Mbit/s and 1 Mbit/s did
not induce any loss, whereas 2 Mbit/s flow caused 48% of loss. The reasonable conclusion is that the physical layer error
correcting code is able to assure a virtually loss-free satellite link and that the observed losses should be ascribed only to
the bandwidth limitation on the satellite channel. Note that, in the absence of concurrent traffic, the maximum goodput of
satellite connections is limited to this value. It is worth noting that the available net bandwidth (slightly more than 1 Mbit/s)
is lower than the nominal value offered by the Skyplex System (1.144 Mbit/s, as pointed out in Section 2.3), due to the fact
that data transmission is not performed continuously but in slot bursts, and moreover, the presence of guard times between
consecutive slots and signaling reduces the available system bandwidth.
5.2. Single satellite connection
The aim of these tests is to assess start-up performance and goodput for a single satellite connection. In particular, the
ability to exploit the available satellite channel bandwidth is measured by considering file transfers of different duration.
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Fig. 3. Transmitted segments and acknowledgments at start-up: PEPsal (a), Hybla (b), SACK (c), BIC (d), Vegas (e), Westwood+ (f) and Westwood (g). Not
averaged results.

Table 2 reports the time taken by each protocol to attain a goodput equal to 90% of link capacity taking into account long file
transfers (about 180 s). All variants (but Vegas) are able ultimately to approach channel capacity although PEPsal and Hybla
are the fastest (about 17 s against 29 s observed for SACK). Their performance is basically the same because PEPsal makes
use of TCP Hybla in the satellite leg and the long RTT is the only limiting factor here.
In Fig. 3, time sequences of transmitted packets and acknowledgments are reported in order to explain the behavior at
the start-up. As the sole exception to the general rule, results in this figure are not averaged, but refer to the best case. This is
because time sequences cannot be averaged on multiple tests, by contrast with goodput results presented in all other figures.
Let us start by considering PEPsal and Hybla time sequences (Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively). PEPsal data refer to the satellite
connection, which are the most significant for comparison purposes. They look similar, because Hybla is also adopted on the
satellite leg of PEPsal. By comparing them with SACK results (Fig. 3(c)), the performance gain achieved by Hybla and PEPsal
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Table 2
Time to reach the 90% of the satellite link capacity for a single satellite connection.
TCP variant

PEPsal

Hybla

SACK

BIC

Vegas

Westwood

Westwood+

Time (s)

16

17

29

24

Not reached

32

28

Fig. 4. Goodput of a satellite TCP connection for different transfer lengths. Averaged results and 90% confidence intervals.

is evident. This improvement is a consequence of the Hybla enhanced congestion control algorithm, specifically designed to
counteract the effects of large RTTs. It allows a fast opening of the cwnd and, consequently, a fast increase in transmission
speed. To this regard, it is worth noting that, by contrast with the other protocol variants, Hybla and PEPsal transmission
rate is limited, during the initial slow start phase, by the start-up dynamics of the Linux receiver advertised window [23].
Moreover, the additional features of packet pacing and initial bandwidth estimation, allow Hybla to avoid the early buffer
overflow at the first router (R1) that affects SACK (Fig. 3(c)) and Westwood+ (Fig. 3(f)), both of which give intermediate
performance results. Moving to BIC (Fig. 3(d)) and Westwood (Fig. 3(g)), their good performance is due in both cases to a
proper initial ssthresh value. However, while the former arbitrarily fixes the initial ssthresh at 100 packets [24], the latter
exploits its Adaptive Bandwidth Share Estimation algorithm (ABSE) [15], which continuously updates the ssthresh value.
It is worth noting that BIC’s fixed value for the initial ssthresh could lead to suboptimal bandwidth exploitation in Fast
Long-Distance Networks, even if it is a reasonable value in satellite environments. In spite of this advantage, both BIC and
Westwood lack explicit countermeasures against long RTTs; this explains why their performance appears slightly worse
than that of Hybla and PEPsal. Finally, Vegas (Fig. 3(e)) is greatly impaired by the satellite link characteristics and is unable
to reach the target 90% of link capacity (Table 2). This behavior, observed throughout all the tests, is very likely due to a
harmful interaction between the Skyplex BoD scheme, which increases the connection RTT variance [17], and the Vegas
congestion estimation algorithm.
Another important remark is about the gap between transmitted packets and acknowledgment curves, particularly
evident in PEPsal and Hybla time sequences (Fig. 3(a) and (b)). This gap is basically due to the presence of 1 MB buffer
at the Skyplex satellite gateway (equivalent to 667 packets, with a packet length of 1500 bytes), which, being directly set by
the satellite provider, was out of the user control. This is quite a large value, compared with the bandwidth delay product of
the satellite link, which is of about 90 kbytes, and can cause a significant additional delay when the buffer queue becomes
significant. This happens first for PEPsal and Hybla that, being faster, feed the satellite gateway buffer in a shorter time.
Finally, Fig. 4 shows the goodput of each variant considering different file transfer lengths. As highlighted above, all
variants (but Vegas) succeed in exploiting the satellite link capacity in the case of long file transfers. By contrast, when
short file transfers (e.g. 10 s) are considered, all variants (but PEPsal and Hybla) are severely impaired by the large RTT and
the Skyplex BoD mechanism, which slows down the cwnd opening, in particular at start-up, confirming what was already
observed in [17].
6. Heterogeneous network
This scenario represents a more realistic situation where satellite TCP connections are no longer isolated, but have to
compete for bandwidth resources with wired connections. The aim is to evaluate the impact of wired cross traffic, either
UDP or TCP, on a satellite connection.
6.1. UDP spike
This test considers a short (10 s) UDP traffic spike disturbance. One TCP satellite connection runs for 180 s, perturbed
after about 60 s (i.e. after the start-up phase finishes) by a UDP flow at 9.5 Mbit/s on the wired path (cross traffic). In this
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Fig. 5. Short time goodput in the presence of a UDP spike: PEPsal (a), Hybla (b), SACK (c), BIC (d), Vegas (e), Westwood+ (f) and Westwood (g). The UDP
spike perturbation starts at 60 s and lasts 10 s. Averaged results.

way, the available bandwidth on the R1–R2 link is abruptly reduced for 10 s to only 0.5 Mbit/s, i.e. about half of the satellite
bandwidth. Note that with this choice, during the UDP spike the bottleneck of the satellite connection shifts from the satellite
link to the R1–R2 link. Given that UDP does not reduce its speed in the presence of congestion, the capability of the satellite
connection to react to congestion-insensitive perturbation is the object of this test.
In Fig. 5 short time goodput graphs show clearly that PEPsal (Fig. 5(a)), Hybla (Fig. 5(b)) and BIC (Fig. 5(d)) are all very
effective in coping with the UDP spike. However, the way they achieve this important result is different and deserves to
be analyzed in some detail. PEPsal, by splitting the connection into two legs, isolates the wired leg, where the UDP spike
is applied, from the long propagation delay of the satellite link. In this case, PEPsal’s good performance is due more to the
splitting concept itself, than on the use of an optimized TCP version on the satellite leg. By contrast, the good performance
of Hybla has to be ascribed to the modified cwnd growth algorithm, which re-opens the cwnd very quickly at the end of
the UDP perturbation. Finally, in the BIC case, the good performance is due to the binary search and multiplicative decrease
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Fig. 6. Goodput penalization of a 180 s satellite TCP connection due to a UDP spike starting at 60 s and lasting for 10 s. Averaged results and 90% confidence
intervals.

algorithm, which is fast in dynamically adapting the sending rate to the perceived network congestion. In all cases the
capacity of the satellite gateway buffer helps to maintain a high transmission rate on the satellite link during the spike.
As regards SACK, Westwood, Westwood+ and Vegas, they are all significantly affected by the UDP spike. In particular,
for SACK (Fig. 5(c)), about 90 s are necessary to restore the transmission speed achieved before the spike. The explanation
of this unsatisfactory behavior is that during the UDP spike the cwnd is reduced to a very low value due to two consecutive
recovery phases followed by a timeout. When the spike ends, the cwnd is increased in Congestion Avoidance (CA) phase of
only one segment per RTT. As the RTT is quite long for the GEO satellite connection (more than 600 ms), the cwnd growth is
extremely slow and consequently a very long time is necessary to recover from the perturbation. Regarding the remaining
variants, it is worth noting that Westwood+ (Fig. 5(f)) is slow in reducing the transmission rate, but also in increasing it at
the spike end, due to the standard CA algorithm. By contrast Westwood (Fig. 5(g)) seems to be much more reactive, both in
reducing and increasing the transmission rate, owing to the ABSE algorithm. In these cases the satellite gateway buffer, as
it is empty at the UDP spike start, cannot contribute in maintaining the transmission rate.
For a direct comparison of PEPsal and various TCP variants, it is convenient to consider goodput instead of short-term
goodput as performance metrics. More precisely, in Fig. 6 goodput in the presence and in the absence of the UDP spike is
plotted, in order to highlight the penalization due to the UDP traffic. PEPsal, Hybla and BIC ability to cope with the UDP spike
is evident in contrast to the poor performance observed for SACK. Westwood and Westwood+ show intermediate results,
in line with the short-term goodput analysis previously carried out. Finally, as regards Vegas, penalization is low, but the
goodput itself, with and without the UDP spike, is always much lower than for the other tested variants.
6.2. TCP wired cross traffic
This series of tests investigates the behavior and the performance of a TCP satellite connection in the presence of
congestion caused by concurrent TCP wired cross traffic. The aim is to assess the ability of different TCP variants at addressing
the RTT penalization suffered by satellite traffic on a heterogeneous network because of the simultaneous presence of
competing terrestrial traffic. As the behavior of some TCP variants may vary depending on the presence or otherwise of
congestion at the TCP satellite connection start, we distinguish three possible cases: ‘‘wired cross traffic entering’’, in which
the satellite connection starts before wired ones, ‘‘satellite entering’’, which is the inverse case, and ‘‘simultaneous insertion’’,
in which all connections start at the same time.
6.2.1. Wired cross traffic entering
The objective of this test is to investigate the ability of the satellite connection to exploit the satellite channel in spite of
competing cross traffic entering the network. To this end, the UDP spike previously considered is replaced by 5 persistent
wired TCP connections (SACK, RTT = 25 ms). They are launched 60 s after the satellite connection and last until the end
of the test. Note that the sat capacity (<1.144 Mbit/s) is less than the maximum fair share on the R1–R2 link (1.67 Mbit/s),
given by its bandwidth (10 Mbit/s) divided by the six competing connections. Therefore, by contrast to the UDP spike case,
the satellite capacity can in principle be fully exploited, provided that the protocol is able to achieve the same capacity on
the R1–R2 link. Fig. 7 shows that only PEPsal (Fig. 7(a)) reaches this objective, showing a short-term goodput completely
insensitive to the wired traffic insertion. This excellent result is a direct consequence of the splitting technique. Indeed, the
first leg of the satellite connection (from sat sender to R2) is characterized by the same short RTT and protocol (SACK) of the
five competing wired connections, which resolves any RTT unfairness problem at the root. Moreover, considering the second
leg (from R2 to sat receiver), there are neither other connections competing for bandwidth nor random losses (thanks to
the Skyplex physical layer error correcting codes), therefore the available satellite bandwidth can easily be exploited. The
adoption of Hybla on the satellite leg provides only a limited advantage here. However, its speed in cwnd opening would have
been advantageous when dealing with shorter file transfers (see Fig. 4) and crucial in the presence of channel errors [11].
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Fig. 7. Short time goodput of a satellite connection in the case of wired cross traffic arriving: PEPsal (a), Hybla (b), SACK (c), BIC (d), Vegas (e), Westwood+
(f) and Westwood (g). Wired connections start 60 s after sat connection. Averaged results.

As far as the end-to-end TCP variants are concerned, Hybla (Fig. 7(b)) achieves by far the best performance, although, by
contrast with PEPsal, it is clearly affected by the wired traffic insertion and the final transmission speed results lower than the
satellite capacity. This performance disparity is due to the different loss recovery time, which in Hybla (as well as in all endto-end TCP variants) is related to the end-to-end RTT, while in PEPsal it is related to the much shorter RTT of the wired leg.
As regards SACK, Vegas and Westwood, (Fig. 7(c), (e) and (g), respectively), the lack of any explicit countermeasures
against RTT unfairness prevents them from maintaining an adequate share of network resources after the insertion of wired
traffic. The same comments also hold for BIC (Fig. 7(d)) and Westwood+ (Fig. 7(f)), although they show a better resistance
against cwnd shrinking and transmission speed reduction, after congestion event detection. This is due to their nonstandard
cwnd reduction policy after a loss event, i.e. c w nd = Eligible Rate Estimate on Westwood+ and c w nd = 0.8 · prev ious_c w nd
on BIC. However, they eventually converge to a short-term goodput value much lower than the satellite channel capacity.
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Fig. 8. Goodput of a 180 s satellite TCP connection in the presence of wired cross traffic: wired insertion, sat insertion, and simultaneous insertion. Averaged
results and 90% confidence intervals.

A more direct comparison can be made by considering goodput instead of short-term goodput as a performance metric.
To this end, the satellite connection goodput for all the solutions examined is given in Fig. 8. Note that the picture presents
not only data referring to the wired cross traffic entering case, considered here, but also the other two cases (namely, satellite
entering and simultaneous insertion), which we examine below.
6.2.2. Satellite entering
At time zero, five wired connections (SACK, RTT=25 ms) are launched, followed, after about 60 s, by the satellite
connection. In this case the satellite connection is established when the network is already congested, i.e. from the most
unfavorable condition. The results (Fig. 8) confirm the predominance of PEPsal, which is the only one able to fully exploit
satellite capacity. Hybla follows immediately, while all the other variants are able to use just a fraction of the satellite
bandwidth. Comparing the previous outcomes with those obtained here, it can be noted that BIC and Westwood+ are more
suitable to preserve the achieved transmission rate when cross traffic appears, than to increase it in the case of already
existing cross traffic.
6.2.3. Simultaneous insertion
Finally, we consider the intermediate case of simultaneous start at time zero of both the sat connection and the five
competing wired connections. The result trend (Fig. 8) is very similar to the previous case; this behavior is expected if
we consider that, thanks to their shorter RTT and the lack of the Skyplex BoD mechanism penalization, wired connections
are much faster than the satellite connection in increasing transmission rate. Note, in this regard, that by contrast with
other TCP variants, Hybla start-up performance is limited not by an insufficient cwnd growth rate, but by Linux advertising
window dynamics (as well as by the BoD penalization), as previously pointed out. The same holds true for PEPsal. However,
in this latter case, thanks to the splitting concept, the same Hybla protocol applied on the satellite leg does not have
to directly compete with short RTT wired connections, thus making PEPsal performance invariant in all the considered
cases.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, the outcomes of a live measurement campaign on a real satellite platform are reported. The results
confirm the severity of the challenges posed by real GEO satellite channels, as well as the impact of BoD techniques
on TCP start-up performance. PEPsal, a TCP splitting PEP implementation developed by the authors, achieved the best
performance in all the tests, being able to fully exploit the satellite channel capacity owing to its ability to isolate
satellite channel impairment effects. However, the splitting approach it follows has the drawbacks of violating endto-end semantics and preventing the use of IPsec protocol. Whenever services provided by satellite operators are not
compatible with these restrictions, an end-to-end TCP connection must be used. Among tested end-to-end TCP variants,
Hybla provides the best results, especially in heterogeneous environments. Further research will extend comparison to
other satellite platforms and/or different environments, as well as to new TCP enhancements or other transport layer
solutions.
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